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"The late Peter Sellers would
still be entertaining us if it
wasn't for psychic surgery."
James Randi
Ranch, who has also worked
extensively in exposing faith
healers and other paranormals
as frauds, said people arc often
too quick to belies e in them and

of money and posessions.
"When are come people in
government—that we elected to
do something—going to do
somethine - he asked.
Randi, who has written a
number of books refuting
psychics and paranormal activities, is a recent recipient of
a prestigious MacArthur Foundation award.
For the last 24 years, Rath
has offered S.10.000 to anyope_ _
who
can
sufficiently .
demonstrate a paranormal feat.
And of the oser 600 attempts.
none have succeeded.

During his lecture, Raodi
presented a number of cases of
Ransil also said at this teatite- fraudulent
paranormal
sponsored by the Guest Lecture
phenomenon and described
Series, that our gosernment has how people were fooled..
done little to crack down on
(see ICANID1 page 21
people who swindle others out
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James Ranch with latest book on psychic fraud.

GSS decides to segregate grad students from clubs
Jesselle Moo
Sea"

•

The General Student Senate decided to put teeth Into as resolution to segregate graduate students from
all student government sponsored clubs and
organizations.
Tuesday. GSS passed a resolution stating any student goN,ernment -funded clubs-and orgaruzations most
submit a signed statement saying they have no graduate
students as members.
Clubs and organizations failing to meet this requirement will has e all funding withheld until they rowel it
This.resolution enforced October-Cr:SS resolutions
which recognized the dissolution of the Graduate student Board from student gosernrnent, amended GSS
,-, bylaws and recognized the Associate of Graduate
Students' referendum for withdrawal from student
gosernment.
Gary Fogg, off-campus senator, was sehemently opposed to this GSS action.

—The tiSS should be going after the Graduate Student Board and not after the clubs and organizations.
This makes us look like dirt," he said.
Bil Weidner, senator of Chadbourne, Estabrooke,
and Colvin halls, said, "This resolution segregates the
graduate students from the undergraduate students
and we all know that any kind of segregation is
wrong."
Patnck Quinn, off-campus senator, said the GSS
formed and appointed him to an ad-hoc committee to
deal with the issues of clubs and organizations. Now
GSSiis dissolving the power it gave to the committee,
he said
"Tlir committer was formed specifiudly to deal with-5:
the graduate student participation in clubs And now_
they are not letting us deal with it," he said.
Judy Chapman, graduate student representative,
said
she would not speak for the graduate students hut
only for herself.
She told GSS,before it passed the resolution. "You
guys are stalling your wheels. You've already passed
a resolution which severs graduate students from stu-

-dent government services and now you have to set up
a policy."
In other matters, the GSS passed a resolution to require University of Maine President Dale Lick and administration to issue a full and immediate public report
— a Student Impact Statement — on the first year's
expenditure of student life fee money as was required
,by the GSS Structure Committee last April.
Elizabeth Kelley, Cumberland Hall senator, said she
did not expect the administration to do anything more
than make a list of committers the money had passed.
"They won't give any specifics, only a list, _she
The GSS also passed a resolution to direct the
members of the GSS Legislative Liaison Committee
_to propose to the Maine governor and legislators, to
create a state advisory commission on youth_
• The resolution urged the commission to focus state
atterpion and concern on youth issues: employment,
the quality of education and student loans.
The resolution also called for an increase in state
and local government involvement with private
businesses to solve issues affecting young people.
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AUGUSTA (AP) — A 'Waterville woman and her son who were
accused of operating a child prostitution business pleaded no contest to sexual abuse charges and
were sentenced to prison
Agnes Sturtevant. 54, and her
son, Robert St. Peter, 23, entered
their pleas T-ue',day,-days-before
their trial was to open. They were
arrested in March 1986 with seven
other people
Kennebec County , Superior
Court Justice Morton 0. Brody
ordered Sturtevant to serve 18
years in prison with 20-years prohation. She faced 30 charges, insluding rape, sexual abuse of a
minor and promoting prostitution.
St Peter pleaded no contest to
rape and gross sexual tnisconduet
andeeceiveda three year sentence
with .20 years probation.

District Attorney David Crook
said that for nearly rise years,
Sturtevant aed her son had accepted money in exchange for sexual favors delivered by four or five
children, particularly a girl who
now is 16.
He said the alleged sexual abuse
had occurred in the Sherwood
Street neighborhood in the south
end of Waterville. Seven other
-people, some of whom are related
to Sturtesant and St. Peter. also
were arrested in 4986.
Authorities learned about the
se* ring when the teen-age victim
was serving time at the Maine
Youth Center fat sexually abusing
another child. During interviews
with a psychologist, she began to
tell chilling stories of how she had
been abused. The psychologsst
(see ABUSE page 21
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Ikandiss humorous style became
somber when he desctibe the case of a
self professed faith healer and that of
faith surgery.
Both he said hase lead sick people.
some of them seriously ill, to abandon
modernramiiCinsixtfactsof Ihrse *4(7.
tors."
01_

Many of the seriously ill people, he
said, have died from these frauriulen_t
treatments.
, -The late Peter Sellers would still be
entertaining Us if it wasn't for-psychic
surgery." he said. Sellers.needed heart
surgery but because "he feared. the

knife". Randi said. he . tiarned to
- •
psychics to he healed.
Randi demonstrated, yia a sideotape.,
of a presious demonstration on theJohnny Carson Show. than the psychie
used .bloody animal parts to represent
the tumors.: These would be seemingly .
4
.
pulicti front thepahent 1/0X
The body was unscarthed and the patient believed the animal entrails were
the cancerous tumors, he said. '
In another demonstration, also
presenied on videotape. a psychic healer
s% as shown to be using a small earphone
to &sine the problems ot the people in
his audience.

IILOOM COUNTY

The healer's wife had pre% iously talked to these people and %as transmitting
'to her husband than' names addresses
and the problems.

.
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"In mail-in donations alone, he as
continued from page I I
bringtng in SI 2$ million per month
And it as all tax fret-7 he said - alerts.. Isw entoree.o.onr
Randi noted that despite his exposing
• Crook said Shirk...int-1nd 'her son
this fraud,t he healer. with an expensise had decided not to hase a jury mai,
house, diamonds and gold, falsly claim- which would has c started klonday, after
ed bankruptcs and began anew
thc court ruled that a sictim's
someplace else
sideotaPed testimony could he allowed
"Always look twis.-e at something as csidence
which at first glance seems not. Ovine
he athletics said he and authorities
normal," Rand' said
were "stunned- and relics ed when the
pleas were entered because it ohs iated
the need for taking the testimony.

by Berke Breathed

Crook was concerned that has ing the
16-year -old % ictim recite her experience
on 'camera would be so traumatic-0ml
she might commit suicide. the girl has
been in the custody of the state Human
Sets's:es Department tor -nearly two
sears and- present's is in a mental
rehabilitation program in PentissIsania
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tulce Stories:int. and her. son are
released from prison. the% mas have no
sontact with Other defendants duzing the
20 years of probation Violations of this
stipulation would mean a return to
prison for the rest of the, probation
period
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A Unisersity of Maine Student wont
new IBISIcomputer valued at more that
S1,800 in a drawing last month durini
the grand opening of the Micro Com
puler Resource Center

David Crowley, a senior compute'
science major from Freeport, Me.sait
he was always the pers_wt--IO sal
"Nobody esti wins_Oast-things."

Not anym
"erowdey's ticket wa
drawn
more than 1,000 entries fo
41 Personal System II compute
No.. 13.

Already having three other corn.
fluters. Croweley said it was "teo-bat
that someone else didn't sin." He
said he plans to keep the new one anc
possibly sell one of-his others.

"I figured (the computer) I had wor
was the bottom of the line," he," said
didn't expect this one. 7

'Mike Henry • marketing epresentatis
of the Bangor IBM office, said th
%Wirt 2$, Colkgiate Pack that Crow le
won retails at - 11,883 and includes
monitor, keyboard. 640k memory an
two disk driscs
John Hendervon. assistant director ol
the Instructional System Center am
coordinator of the nes% Micro Computei
Resource Center. said since the new
center opened in September, there ha
been a lot of student activity.
The center was established: be said
"when the demands and needs bevam
greater."
'•%e're here to facilitate the proves
of busing a computer." Henderso
said. "and the response has been Veci
greater than I antipated "
•••
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David Crossley, a senior computet
science major from Freeport, Me.„,sattf:
he was always the person--16 say
"Nobody escr wins these things."
Not anym
-Crowley's ticket was
'drawn
more than 1.000 entries for
M Personal Systcm II computer
Nos. 13.
Already having three Other computers. Croweley said it was "tom-bad
that someone else didn't win." He
said he plans to keep the new one and
possibly sell one of his others.
"I figured (the computer) 1 had won
was the bottom of the line." hesaid.
didn't expect this one 7'
'Mike Hews, marketing epresentatise
of the Bangor IBM office, said the
Made!
Colkmate Pack that Crowley'
won retails at11,881 and includes a
monitor, keyboard, 640k memory and
two disk drises.
John Henderson; assistant director of
the Instructional System ('enter and
ordinator of the new Micro C'omputer
Resource Center, said since the new
center opened inSeptember, there has
been a lot of student activ Its
The center was established: he said,
"when the demands and needs became
greater. ••
"We're here to facilitate the process
of buying a computer." Henderson
said. "and the rcsnsc has been nen
greater than I ant opined."

. ""

"'''''•••
•

Dinplayieg the prize. pictured left to right are: drawing•inner Dined Crowley. coordinator of the Micro Computer
The Instructuinal Systems ('enter.
located in the basement of Shibles Hall.
sells seseral models of computers and
Henderson said L'Maine students, faculty and staff can reccise a 26-46 percent
discount on hardware and software.
Henry said the sarni-S1,883 computer
package that Crossley won would sell
for about $1,280 at the Instructional
.'cms Center

Resource Center John Henderson. and IBM marketing
representative from the Bangor office Mike Henry.

"A lot of students use computers for
their courses at school," Henry said.
"For $300 to $400 a year oser a four
year period. it's a good investment."
The facility also offers repair services
and a sariets of consulting services.

Next week, Henderson said, Apple
Computer is sponsoring a raffle for a
lenzspeed bicycle at the center.
"From now on," Crowley said,
"I'm putting my name in every draw-
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Dance Club
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A University of Maine student won a
new IBM computer valued at more than
$1 800 in a drawing list, month during
the grand opening of the Micro Computer Resource Center.
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6 Central St. Downtown Bangor/

The perfect present for that hard to
5ilyfor7 music lover on- your Cristmus
list.
Dr. Records-and Mr. Fixit
20 Main St.
Orono, 866-7874
Open Thus. and Fri. evenings W18p.m., Sundays 1-5.

See the most exciting
light show with
the biggest dance
floor in town!
GV-a
with our live DJk
request your
favorite song

(Save $1 on cover with your UMaine
student ID-dress code required)
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UMaine firefighters are devoted group of students
ing and putting out a fire that could
have been prevented."
"We've nes er lost a student and we've
neser had a serious fire injury," he
said__--• The -Cowherd;student lieutenant, is
the direct supervisor of all the student
firefighters. He said that the hardest
parts of his job are "time commitment
and being an effective fire officer'. But
if it wasn't so difficult, it wouldn't be
-as rewarding a job."
Cowherd is responsible for organizing the students into duty crews.
"Each crew is responsible for organizing calls two to three nights a week,"
Cowherd-said. "For each crew I have to
appoint a crew chief.—
ne crew chief onduty is responsible
for handling all non-emergencies
campus-wide. This includes replacing
missing fire extinguishers and fixing
hanging smoke detectors, said Jim Toal,
crew chief and York Complex fire
marshal.: -Cowherd said that the crew chief on

Tams Ilarthrt
voiuntee, ss,
Most students don't enjoy being
awakened at threein-the-morning_anil
going outside in the cold when a fire
alarm goes off, but there a few students
at the University of Maine who may.
hase to do that several times a night.
They are the student firefighters who
answer the alarms.
The student firefighting program at
the unisersity was created in 1980 .by
David Fielder, Director of Environrnental Safety.
"I'm really proud of the firefighting
program," Fielder said. "It's been a
tremendous success. It's an incredible
service provided to the university."
Fielder said that there were "no real
objections" raised when he first proposed the program after eight girls were killed in a fire it'Providence College.
"Our program addresses the need tor
fire prevention in dormitories,"
Fielder said. "There's no honor in go-

UMaise firefighters ia belles lest Apra si Cotten Hall.
duty is also responsible for supervising

crew.
"A firefighter could be asked to do
anything at any time," Cowherd said.

Da% id F wider .uper.o.ing his firefighlei

rile photo

"We train for everything from haz.ardous materials to hydraulics, which is
:basicalls anything in (fire) suppression "

*Fire—
The students arc responsible for
checking the equipment each week, and
a fire drill must be held .i1 each dorm
Ofk:lever) semester.( herd said. •
Complex rise marshals are responsible for inspecting eadi dorm in their

"We are one of the finest trained
departments in the field of fire service." C'owherd said "Alt our
members arc professiorsal and dedicated
to sersing the community "
"A lot of the students start out with
minimal knowledge and skills,"
Helder said "Most departments want
people with training,(but) we take people with the interest and desire to
learn."

%a
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"It's a very good training program," Fielder said, "but of course
we'd like to improse "
Fielder said that he would like to see
more time spent in training, but he said
that it is difficult for the students
because they also have classes to keep
up with

pres
WHO'S THE
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"We must remember that the students
are here for another reason," he said.
Every student firefighter must go
through training. All are responsibk for
responding to calls when they're on duts Most students respond to the calls
even when they're not on duty, Fielder
es A41. %VON
Y
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Learn the full secret to Sheldon", Computer
Nerd success from your Zenith I/ata
Systems Campus Contact!
It's only natural that Sheldon's sua_-ess overshadows everyone else. Afterall. this Computer
Nerd is the campus expert on Zenith I lata
Systems!
From desktops to laptops. . . advanced PCs to

7
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Suggested Retail ''rxic

EZ-1
Z-148 ,
Z-159
Z-181
Z-183

1 -199.00
699.00
1,049.00
1,199.00
7-1,59900

$ 999.00
.1,299.00
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Microcomputer Resource Center
12 Shobies Hall
Orono ME 04469
207/581- 2510

I data
systems
IN BOOR* t

Weekday duty-Vasfifom 5 p.m.
a.m., and weekend duty lasts from 5
p.m. Frully to lp,m._SoridaY

quakty monitors... you've got it madc in the shadewith Zenith Data Systems.. Especially at these
great student pnces!
Now, Computer Nerd success can be yours_ Just
ask your nearby Zenith Data Sy-sterns CaMpus
Contact about these special offers. All seksted hs
Sheldon himself
Here Are Sheldon' Special!!

Campus Contact today:

row“

Zenith Data Systems
6 Courthouse Lane
Building B
Chelmsford MA 01824
617/454-8070
_
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"Our response time is roughly 3
minutes. — St(skier (.omplex fire
shal.Jim Maheu said. "It takes us about
a minute and a half to minutes to get
from our dorms to the station and get
our seal... and the rest is the firetru:k get,
tins from the station to the scene."
(see FIRF page S)
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sure the equipment being used is i o
safety. standards. It's all for the saafety
of the students "
"They (fire marshals) must work very
intensely with Residential Life staff,"
Cowherd said.
"Technically, - yOU're 'on duty' 24
hours a day if you're a fire marshal,"
Matteu said, because fire marshals are,
responsible for non-emergencies within
their complexes before 11 p.m.

is

"The toughest part is getting up at 3
• the morning an having everyone
bla
OU for the alarm,—:Uid- Pat
Howe.
,Complex Fire Marshal.
"They don't uti&y4prid that it's not us
who palls the

"We're only responsible foi'maintaining safe living conditions for
Sometimes we could use more cooperation," Cowherd said. "When we're
trying- to d.c cnir--job; we -need !CNN
distraction."
"You neveAnow when you might get
''We-get snowballs thrown at us, pro&tiled in," foal said.
chanted at us ... they don't
fanities
The number of false calls- tends-to-discourage firefighters. fielder said. realize that they're just yelling at fellow
Most of the student firefighters students." Cowherd said.
"We don't like to get out of bed and
themselves. howner,say that they have
run
around in the cold, either," Toal
a harder time dealing with fellow
students who have to lease a building said, "but we're doing our job. It's hard
when no one respects that."
when a tire alarm goes off.

lit photo

it hazar
which is
suppres

I trained
tire ser
All our
ledwated

*Fire

continued from page 41

The students arc responsible for
checking the equipment each week. and
a fire drill must be held at each dorm
once every semester. t'oihherd said.
Complex fire marshals are responsi
blc for inspecting each dorm in their

out with
skills,"
'fits want
Like peefesire to

complex once escry week I he% must
also inspect all dances held in their
complexes „
"like check to make sure all the wires
are grounded and secured to the
floor," 'foal said. "We have to make
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007 Double Feature

with his band &
Special Guest.
Miss Stacey Rosé

Fri. Dec. 4
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The 1.1.5.-Soviet Pairing Program presents

Friday, Dec. 4th
8 p.m.

pawl)

Tickets:
Students $6.5047.50
General S8.50-S9.50

Tuesday, December 8th at 8 p.m.
t iutchins Concert Hall, Maine Center for the Arts
University of Maine, Orono

Senator Hart will present his
views on foreign policy,
followed by an open
question and answer period.
For Tickets & Information call 581-1755
$4 Students/$6 General Public(General Seating)
from nua event will benefit the U -Soviet Pairing Program which
is sponsored by the International Affairs Club of the University of Mame The
program coordinates an richange of American and Soviet university students
For further information. please ca/1 S81-1277 or 581-1613

All. SEATS RESEI7VED!

Tickets now on sale for
this evening OfClassic
Rock & Top 40 Music!
Maine's Hottest Showl
For Tickets &
Information 581-1755
Pone orders 30-4 30 WOOkdOVS
BOlt Office window 000P 10-3. week
0011 & 1-1/2 bouts motor*, show tyre
Visciimastircord/CheCk sicash

MAINECENTER
FOP THE
/-\
A RTS
UnnierSily Of Maine. Orono
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Editorial
Football tAm is no loser
he final score last Saturday may have read 11-28
in favor of Georgia Southern College, but the
University of.Maine football team is anything
- ,
• ••• -., .: - •
but a loser..
It would have l..e_asy for the Black Bears to falter
in Allen E. Paulson Stadium, the Eagles' home Acid. '
After all, UMaine was going up against the two-time
defending Division I-AA champs. who were ranked fifth
nationally prior to the contest.
The Black Bears could have been..content with their
share of the Yankee Conference crown and an 8-3 •
season mark, their best since 1965.
But UMaine fired out and gave the Eagles 'quite a
scare before 00Ming up just short trrovertime
. But wis this a fluke or arc the Black Bears. a
legitimate Dmision I-AA force that will hase to reckoned with in the years to come?
Let's just say that UMaine earned the Eagles' respect,
' -Which should quell any of the few remaining Black Bear
detractors.
In fact, several of Black Firs were told by members
Of. the—Georgia Southern- team following the game that
6%44i:fie was the best team that thes had ever played
- And remember Georgia Southern has two consecutive
national championships-to its credit.
All in all, that's not too shabbs a finish for a football team that was picked in -a pre-season poll to

T

sesenth in the Yankee Conference with a 1,10 record.
-In fact, that's not bad at all for 1
- -feriiii-thit bad to
adjust to a new head -eoach, anew quarterback and
sclera& new players enrouteloits best season in more
than two decades..
• And things look just as bright for nein-season.
Sure, other Yankee Conference teams will hegunning
for the Black Bears. And such standouts as Sergio.'
Hebra, Rob Sterling and Dave Ingalls will be graduated
But with the ability of UMaine's reserve players and the
quality of recent recruiting classes, success on the
gridiron should bieCome the norm in years to come, instead of the exception as it had been in the past.
As of now, UMaine has three straight winning
seasons to its credit, The Black Bears ended the 1985
season with a 6-5 mark, imprOved that to 7-4 last year
and did still better this season's..
The Black Bears, a relatively unknown commexiity
'outside New England in recent years., are on the serge
of. I-AA prominence. which can only 'improve the image
of both the Universits of Maine and the state of Maine.

Reader defe
•

R. Kevin Dietrich
[Vain(' (itItletles.
(:eltira I Anlfricrl
_
arid
commer(.itsis.

And now. without further ado. I pre•
sent a few brief, completely irreverent
thoughts.
I) Is there any reason that Unisersity
of Maine athletic events aren't televis-.
ed on a regular basis'
They are the only collegiate sports Of
'any decent quality in the entire state of
Maine and yct Idles ised games are still
few and far between
At the sets least, assas football,
hockey, basketball and baseball games
should be televised regularly. (This
40.0444,,, cps
would also- be-- an integral step in
---rf0.144,24491
building a strong fan base at home).
• 2) V. hy must the United States
government continue to-meddle in Cenf
tral American affairs? .
The Daniel Ortega-led SaAsta government of Nica-rauguikosill
uhimatets either succeed or fail I% its
own merits.
1 personalls resent the fact that the
continues to throw money and
might wherever it deems nevessary,
regardless of if it•s wanted or not
Whether one agrees or disagrees with
the Sandinistas or their policies, let's
!case the firi.d decision up to the citizens
ot Nicaraugua;-.. not a gray haired
gentleman in V. .astiington. •
31 V.hat's with
scam cif hissing
Maine patrons pay Zio park next to
• .
Alfond..Artna?
-Ticket prices are expensive enough as
it is. Further gouging such at this onl)
causes resentment and, ma) ultimate!)
kill the goose that lays the golden-cm.
4)Is it lust me,or are all cologne. beer
• and car Ackertisements on television interchangeable' (F.speltalls ads Ifor
American products).
• It seems that foriegn brands realize
4.
1
that the consumer might actually be interested in the product itself, not the big'
breasted blonde actress American advertisers seem enarnored with
Personally. I don't care how aura,live the actress in the advertisement is
since most of ms purchases are severely
limited bs a weak checking account and
unsympathei%. loan officers. 5.1 Just how long will head football
coach Tim Murph;stick around? Traditionally.. most coaches hase used
Thursday. December 3 1987
vol. 101 no. 60
4 1.11Slailicas a stepmg stone ..to _hisser things.
Should Murphy continue at UMaine
he-has a great opportunity to build the
Michael Di (i.co, Managing
Linda McGivern
Bill l. atone). iditiiriu: Page Lifitor
Black Bears into a Division I-AA power.
Jan Vertefeuille, City Editoi'
Jon Bach, Magazine Editor
Editor
Somehow I'd have to think that his
Kevin Dietrich, Sports Editor
Beth McKenzie, Photo Editor
predecessor,
Buddy - TreVeriV, would
Dave Greely. Sports Editor
Brenda Smith, Production Manager
Joe Merrill
hase been a little happier spending the
Cathy Bergeron, .4dvernsing Manager Karen BaricroftAdv Production Manor
1987 season in Orono and not at
Business Manager
Dartmouth.
Look at the factors; a supportive
Published five times week)* at ih I ril.ersti. of Maine (XfKes au Susie 'A I&4d Hall.
;it %tame, Oronis. %lame 04469 leitlthont
admnistration, revived fan interest and
numbers Advertising!(Wise- till 12'1 Business Office. 5$I.I2. Editor. 511 12-I. Manassas Editor 51i.I7 Newsroom, Sal 1270 and thl 12Ittl
a solid team to work'With. It's a'great
`sperl
API 12611 Advellistna and subs.riplion rates available %moo request Prtnied 41 +he f HI worth- imer•••-iiihmeorth. Maine
chance to accomplish great things.
opyriabt. /lie Doll. Mlosfw omp•s All right. reveries!'
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lo the editor.

the

After readina Mr..Rocbard's
letter on Sen. Gary Hart I was
just wondering if he eser
bothered to look at Hart's
12-year voting record in the
United States Senate?
Because I agree with Mr.
Reichard about the issues of
peace, and lobs and justice, I
lust am not sure if he knows
that Sen. Hart has fought for
those issues too.
In terms of the issues here is
a summary of his votes and
action:
-- He fought for the SALT
II arms control treaty even
when it was politically unpopular. even when he was in

— He
filibuster
X.Missile.
— He
Res. 323
steps to ei
race over
cluding a
productim
communic
test-ban A
— Hart
the Milita
which yes,
ficient
nuclear we
ti-onal der,
are to et'ff
'tient in oi

•

WHEN WRITING

The Daily Maine Campus wi

ter% to. the editor and cornmen
members of the university comn
ten should be 100 words or let
mentaries about 4S0 words. I
verify the 'validity of knees, we
a- name, address, and telepitrmt.
Although the newspaper
'anonymous letteT1, it Will not
unless a special arrangement for
the letter has been made with
The Marne Campus reserves
edit letters and tommentaries
taste, and libel.

1

Lunching at ti

Acts an est
to deprivi
- fantasies
staid wati
I hope no member of faculty
or -staff member 'mites Keith
Brann to the Uniscrsits Club

-- To Theeditor:

'Grad tapes pv
lo the editor .
Re; December Grads
Congratulations! After (fill
in the blank) years of study,
you will be recosing your
diploma from the university in
a -Tt Cap -and 'gown
ceremony.
V.abut_ theoea1 jwirek, Yon
will be receiving information'
from Alpha Epsilon Rho, the
National Broadcasting Society,
concerning a sideotape 'copy
(VHS), of the Dec. 19
ceremony. _

If you
copy of
receive II
from AE
to your p
to hold o
your gr
Universii
sideci:
can be..
.Thank

final we
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Response
Reader defends Hart's Senate voting record
To the editor:
After reading Mr_iteuthard's
letter on Sen. Gary Hart I was
just wondering if he eser
bothered to look At Hart's
12-year '.cuing record in the
United States Senate?
Because I agree with Mr.
Reichard about the issues. of
peace, and jobs and justice. I
lust am not sure if he knows
that Sen. Hart has fought for
those issues too.
In terms of the issues here is
a summary of his votes and
act ion:
— He fought for the SAT T
II arms control treaty even
when it was politically un•
popular, even when he was in

t.

lea

I pre
serent

‘ersity
elevis-prts of
tate of
re still

the middle of a re-election campaign in 1989.
— tIa fed—the -Senate
filibuster in 1983 to stop the M4X..Slissile.
— He proposed in Senate
Res. 323 in 1982 a series of
steps to de-escalate the arms
race over the long-term including a freeze on plutonium
production, a joint U.S.-Soviet
communications center, and a
test-ban agreement.
— Hart is a co-founder of
the Military Reform—caucus
which yes, has sought more efficient %capons, but not
nuclear weapons, only conventional defenses. Because if we
are to es cr see nuclear disarmament in our day then we must

ensure an effective _Conventional defense that can protect
America.

gram including public works on
highways, ports and bridges,
national job retraining, and
to
rebuild
negotiations
— Hart has steadfastly opbase.
manufacturing
America's
DocCarter
1980's
since
posed
— And last year as Chairman
trine, American military inof Senate Task Force on the
tervention in the Persian Gulf
budget. Gary Hart proposed a
• — instead he has worked for a
1987 budget that cut defense
national energy program that
spending by S20-25 billion
will lessen U.S. dependence
dollars and shifted spending**\.
foreign oil.
— Hart led a 1980-81 Senate, education, health-care, job
insestigation into our nation's \ training and needed public
less than efficient nuclear early- '.. ...works programs. It was this
warning system and won ,budget proposal that was
unanimously accepted by all his
significant reforms to present a
fellow Democrats in the U.S.
nuclear conflict by such computerized error.
— In the'area of jobs Hart is
Indeed Hart's fundamental
the only Democrat who put
"new idea" whether, in
foward a comprehensive prodomestic or foreign policy is

lo the editor:

The Daily Maine Campus w elcorries letters to the editor and commentaries from
members of the university community. Letters should be i00 words or less, and commentaries about 450 words. In order to
verify the validity of fetters, we must have
a name, address, and telephone number.
Although the newspaper welcomes
anonymous letters, it will not print them
unless a special arrangement for withholding
the letter has been made with the editor.
The Maine Campus' reserves the right to
edit letters and k ommentaries for length.
taste, and libel.
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Tom Diebold
Bangor

The rudeness really helped

WHEN WRITING..,

games
(This
cP in
)me).
States
n Cen-

that too often national debates
end up with the dogmatic left,
when the answers to American
problems can only come from
pragmatic and problem solving
leadership.
It was Roosevelt who said:
"we'll try something, if it
works we'll keep it, if it doesn't
we'll try something else."
I know the Democratic Party needs a slap or two to get it
moving again-to fulfill our
:nation's unmet social obligations.
But fair is fair, and if it's morning in America, Gary Hart is
one of the courageous few
that's told us that it is time to
wake up.

Thm letter is in response to
the "police officer" I met in the
Knox parking lot at 1 a.m.,
Saturday, who was busy writing
out his cute little pitk ing tickets
to punish students in the
morning.
You walked by with your
flashlight shining, and I was
supposed to know that you
wanted me to stop I must have
missed the part where potiCe officers were able to stop cars

with any sort of light. Does this
include lighters?
So I stopped and inquired
about a place to park. You
rudely told me to go on my
way, again proving how tough
you are and proving to me that
you crack down on your parking laws. .
Well, I would like to thank
you. You sased me from getting that parking tickirt and
rudely informed me that ms
headlight was out, while a car
with music blasting and kids

with beer cans.drpve by.
Thank you.
Thank you again for being so
rude, for sasing me from
another parking ticket, and for
letting everyone else drive madly around the campux. I guess
rstiing tickets
i
the money from
is more import t to the campus police th n unsafe drivers
on the road..

Kelly Doughty
Knox Hall
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COME IN, VIAsHINGT0N,
THis IS WALL STREET'
WERE TAKisGHEAvY 1_05SE
COME IN, WASHiNGTGN,

I hope no member of facuhy
or staff member invites Keith
Warm to the Unisersity Club

tot an cs clung. It would be sad
to deprise him ot his thrilling
fantasies about that relative's
staid watering hole

CoME IN!

Ted Holmes

Grad tapes avpilable
If you'are not interested in a
copy of the sideo. when you
receive the information packet
from Al Rho. please forward it
(Ongratulations! After (fill
to your parents. The) may want
in the blank) years of study, to hold on to their memories of
you will be receising your
your graduation from the
_diploma from the university in
University of Maine with a
a 'formal • cap--afttd--'sown-- video:(You know how parents
ceremony.
can be..
cx:ipera• Within_ the _twat lweek, you_ Thank you for your
with
yiour
luck
Of
best
trid
ri.
o
11
will be receiving informationstudy.
of
weeks
final
•
from Alpha Epsilon Rho, the
To the editor:
Re: December Grads

National Broadcasting Society.
concerning a videotape copy
(VHS), of the Dec. 19
- ceremony_ _

Suntnne M. Drapeau
President, AERho
Fellow December Grad

Parking shouldn't be hard
To the editor:
Sintisyou ran the article on
the parking problem Nov._ 23
I've heard all types of moral
outrage at the university selling
4800 decals for 2700 parking
spaces. I maintain that there are
pknty of spaces on this campus
as esidenced by the fact that the
steam plant lot is generally one
, third to one half empty.

This notion of a guaranteed
parking space for ever!, ,:ar was
never mentioned in the U.S.
Constitution. It costs much more to build
and maintain these lOts than the
$5 fee for each car. Parking on
this campus is a privilege subsidized bs the taxpayers, and
it's an abused privilege at that.
My solution? Raise the decal
fee to between $50 and S100 a

year with a slightly lower fire for
the steam plant lot. This is in
line with the fees charged by
other state universities(rural as
well as urban) and milt even
generate some revenuer for the
original, academic mission of
the unisersity..

Betsy A. Murphy -;
Bangor

•
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Reagan won't allow detente;
pursues Sfirther agreements
JACKSONVILLE, Ha. (AP) —
One student also asked Reagan to defend his "Star Wars" space based
President Reagan pledged on Tuesday
missile defense plan, prOrnpfing the
to "keep right on marching" toward
president to compare it to "a gigantic
further arms agreements. after nest
gas mask "
week's expected treaty signing, but he
said the United Sbites must not be lullReagan.recalled that gas masks wereed into a new period of detente allow
retained after poison gas was outlawed
ing a Secret Soviet Jnilitary buildup
The Strategic Defense Ininatise, he said
ess than a week before his summii
was • "a gigantic gas mask and
meeting with Soviet leader Mikh`ail
mastve...the thing that could bring
baches, Reagan had harsh word: tor
about he end of nuclear missiles."
that period of broadly Am-Nosed rcla•
The president made no reference in
tions with the Soviet Union.
his speech to Gorbaches's hour long
"More than a decade ago. there *as
NBC television interview On Mono.,
a warming in U.S,Sovict affairs that we
night. Asked what he thought ot the
called "detents..". But while talking
Soviet leader's presentation, ReiiipAil
friendship, the -Soviets worked e.en
said "i have had armee, for him ever
faster on the largest military buildup in
since I met him "
would history. They stepped up their agWhen- (me -student. ailed if-Reagan
gression around the worTd. They became
was worried that Gorbaches's apparent
more repressive at home We do not
want mere words This time we're after • popularity in the West would make the
American people more reCeptise to com•
true peace," Reagan said
munism, the president replied, "I base
"In the excitement of the summit, the
more faith in the American people than
treaty signing and all the rest. we must
that "
not forget that peace means more than
r As for his ?yin feelings, Reagan said.
arms reduction." he said
don't resent his popularity or
In a speech to high school seniors and
anything else " The president, referrtheir parents in Jackson'. ilie Veterans'
ing to his days as an actor. joked,
Memorial Coliseum, Reagan said he and
"Good Lord. I co-starred with Urrol
Crorbaches will "hase words about
Flynn once."
Soviet expansionism" during then three
When another student asked the
days of meetings in Washington
And he told one of the students dur•. presesdent what ads ice he would like to
give Gorbaches. Reagan replied, "To
ing a question-and-answer session later
really stick to his program of
that in his talks with Crorhaches he
glasnost." or more openness in sociemight find himself "bending his ear" on
what Reagan said was a need ,for ty, and "to make their country like
religious freedom and other reforms in
(see REAGAN past III
the Soviet Union

0

0
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Bahrainian
, MANAMA. Bahrain (AP) — Of
ficials sought identities Wednesday of an
Asian cork who took poison rather
than be questioned about a Jetliner that
may have been bombed. The woman
revived for a time, hut said nothing.
The man died of the poison concealed -in the filters of cigarettes in a pack
the woman carried. Both carried forsed Japanese passports and were detain •
ed Tuesday at the Bahrain Airport
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In a pre:
WASHINGTON (AP)
summit flattest). the United States today,
died the Soviet Union it would hand
(iv
missile information required to
close nuclear arms control treaty at the
summicknly after the Soviets provided
data of tlicssn.
"We are r'eath, indeed eager,-and we time to provide the
have been for
remaining data aiskoop as the Soviets are
E. Redman, the
read)." said Char
State Department s •• csman
His statement came • he beds of an
angry Soviet blast from C. eva chargmpering
ing the United States with
completion of the treaty to an intermediate range nuclear missilets,
The statement by the So et
negotiators warned that the data !,'is
dispensable if *or is to be completed"
on the treaty‘ it is the summit centerpiece and is to be signed at the YshiteHouse next week by President Reagan
and C•cncral Secretars Mikhail S.
•or bathe% .
The Soviets said the data dealt with
the locations of second stages of U.S.
Pershing 2 missiles, which are to be
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The University of Maine at Orono and C-l-L Corporation of America cordially
invite you to a reception to celebrate the 25t1 Anniversary of the C-I-L Collection of Canadian contemporary paintings Thursday, December 3, 1987 from
4:30 to 7 p.m. in the Art Gallery Carnegie Hall, Orono, Maine
The exhibition will continue to January 26th
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Bahrainian officials seek identities of couple
MANAMA. Bahrain (AP) — Officials sought identities Wednesday of an
Asian couple who took poison rather
than be questioned about a jetliner that
may. have been bombed. The woman
rcs'vest for a time-, but said nothing.
The man died of thc poison concealed in the filters of cigarettes in a pack
the woman carried. Both carried forged Japanese passports and were detained Tuesday at the Bahrain Airport

vestigating possible links between the
before boarding a flight to Rome via
disappearance of Korean Air Flight 8-58
Amman, Jordan.
and a 1985 North Korean spy ring cihe
They flew from Baghdad to Abu
in Japan.
•
Dhabt on - the South Korean jetliner.
Takau Natsume, Japan's acting amwhich disappeared Sunday near the
bassdor to Bahrain, said the woman
. BurmaThailand frontier with 115 peoregained consciousness for about two
ple aboard. A search continued Wedneshours before noon Wednesday but slipday for the Boeing 707. which South
Korean officials belieireivii-destioyt-tr -lied back into "an aggravated condition" without talking.
,
by-a terrorist bomb.
In Tokyo, police said they were inSince then there had been r"no sign of
progress in her condition,"which he
described as •'very serious," Natsume
told a news conference.
Neither Japanese nor South Korean
officials were admitted to the military
hospital where she was under guard.
Bahrain security officials, however,
allowed Japanese diplomats to obtain
outlawed under the treaty, and on the
pictures and fingerprints of the woman
sites for dismantling banned rockets.
and her male companion, who apState Department spokesman Redparently were travelling as father and
man said he had "no idea" what was
daughter.
- behind the Soviet accusation.
Theit false passports identified the"The U.S. has been prepared for
man as Shinichi Hachiya, 69. and the
some time now to provide the data as
woman as Mayumi Hachiya, 27, both
required by. the treaty." Redman said.
of Okayama, Japan. The real Shinichi
"In those data categories where the
Hachiya was tbiiiia later in Tokyo,
Soviets have provided their data we. of
where he works for a computer
course, have done likewise."
company.
But, the spokesman added. "NaturalAvailable evidence indicated the two
ly, in those areas, where they have not
were members of the Korean communibeen ready to provide their data, we
have not provided ours."
Redman sought at the same time to
play down the controversy. He said "the
last word I had was we were expecting
it today, but it's not in yet." Redman
said at another point, "we'll have it."
MAIM REYFUSS
negotiator Max M.
Father, chief
EMI UlfVEZ
h.ampeiman also said "we understand
we.will get it today." He said the
So ' promised the missile information
three ceks ago.
••I don't look at it as a major problem," Kampleman said. In fact, he
lisio001
said "theress no controversy.

U.S to conceal arms data
until Soviets reciprocate
......
...
._
...
WASHINGTON (AP) --- In a presummit Ilaretsp, the United States today.
ified-the Soviet Union it would hand
ov
missile information required to
close nuclear arms control treaty at the
summit nly after the Soviets provided
own.
.
data of t
y. indeed eager,.and we
We arc r
e time to provide the
hese been for
as the Soviets are
-remaining data as
/-.. Redman. the
read)." said Char
esman
State Department s
His statement came ottihe heels of an
eva chargangry Soviet blast from( t..nti
mpering
ing the United States with
completion of the treaty to 'an intermediate range nuclear missil
-- The statement by the So et
negotiators warned that the data ".'is i
dispensable if wor is to be completed"
on the treaty‘ it as the summit center•
piece and is to be signed at the White
House next week by President Reagan
and General Secretary Mikhail_ S.
Gor bathes.
The Soviets said the data dealt with
the locations of second stages of U.S.
Pershing 2 missiles, which are to be
r

Japan Air Lines advised Japanese
against traveling to Bahrain without a
prearranged visa, the sources said.
Sources in Seoul, capital of South
Korea, said the poison swallowed by the
couple was cyanide. Natsume would not
comment on that or respond to several
other questions.
He also refused comment on reports
by Japanese sources, who spoke on condition they not be identified, that a
jurisdictional dispute appeared to be
developing between Japan and South
Korea over the case. .
The Japanese are involved because of
the forged passports and indications the
couple lived in Japan. In Seoul, a
Foreign Ministry spokesman said South
Korea would ask that the woman be extradited for questioning about the
vanished jetliner.
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Authorities in this Persian Gulf
sheikdom put a lid on information
about the case. Japanese sources said
some Japanese travelers, including
businessmen and journalists, were being
denied the customary 72 hour entry
visas.
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ty in Japan and possibly connected with
groups sympathetic to communist North
Korea.
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Sorts
All-America team gets five from Oklahoma
4AP) - A record tying- five -players from number-one ranked Oklahoma including repeaters Keith.JackSon at tight
end and guard Mark Hutson, plus three
members of the hation's top-tanked
defense were named Wednesday to the
Associated Press 198" AU-America college football team
ciTira.
Second ranked Mian(i'oit Flo
number three Florida State; and number
six Auburn each had two players on the
All-America team. which includes three
other holdovers from _1986 Ohio State
linebacker _Chris-Spielman, Miami
defensive- -back Dennis Blades. and
Notre Dame flanker-kick'rcturner, running back Tim Brown.
Brown, a wide receiver on the 1986
All-America team. made the 198' squad
as a return specialist, the first time the

The Daily. Maine Campus. Thursday. Decent

._......
-ATI-leant has included such a position.
were down from
Brown's recptions•
45 in 1986 to 39 as opponents doubleteamed him and Notre-Dame threw less.
He finished sixth nationally with an
aseraae of 187.5$ all-purpose yards a
game and- a total of 1.843 yards, 144_
rushing, 846 receiving. 401_ oniniiit
returns and 452 on kick-Off returns.
a wide receivers are
• . The AILArnerfcMark-Zeno of Tulane. the NCAA all
time leader in reception yardage. and Indiana's Ernie Jones. Plaver of the Year
in the Big Ten.
The AP All-America team will be
featured on Bob Hope's annual
Christmas television show on Saturday.
Dec. 19(NBC-Ty, 8-9 p.m.. EST).
The,A11-America team is selected bs
the AP sports editor, college football

editor and regional sports- editors.- A •--- The 1987 All- America backfield inplayer mast make his all conference or cludes Syracuse quarterback Don
all sectional teams to be considered for McPherson, who led the Orangemen to
the All-America first team.
a best-es et 11 -0 regular season, a
Oklahoma's defensive representatIN es number four national ranking and 1are Imelmicier Dante Jones, defensise berth in the Sugarboial, and running
•..1),-sst if the Year in the Big Eight Con.- backs Craig 'Ironhcad' Heyward of
- _.ense: end Darrell Reed, a four time Pittsburgh and Thurman Thomas of
All Big Eight selection, and free safety Oklahoma State
Ricky Dixon.
Htsward is one of three juniors on
Since the -AP released its first All
the
man All. America squad The
America team in 192$. only Army's _others are Texas A&M'clohn Roper. a
1945 national champions had five first- defensive end-outside linebacker, and
team players. - The 1945 team consisted Florida State cornerback Deion
of only II players, there were no Sanders.
separate offensise and defensise units
and -Army ,was represented by tackles
Dewitt "Tex" Coulter and Al Nemeti.
guard John Greene and backs Glenn
Davis and Doc Blanchard

"14€ have three important objectives in goingforgraduate
studies in the arts and sciences:academic achievement, -.4
professionaladvancementand personalenrichment.
Fordham satisfies all dire& u.a4uaie scream.4 are•Searle..

Sugarloaf to be
site for Ski Tour

On kiwi Illrasio
Yaff

This weekend Sugarloaf Mountain
will be the site of the second stop on this
A Master's. Doctorate or a course fir.
sears World.Pro Ski Tour
personal enrichment horn Ford-hams Graduate School of Arts & Sciences
Sunday's race will feature athletes
everything it should be.
from IS countries, mans of them
As Peter Hattie says, Its verv
-- _amateurs begannina their pro careers. In
rruarthng - the ptulessors demand a tot . • addition, there will be ses-eral skiers rac •
Lir they give back a lot - they're very
ing who are Just coming off the orld
acrifessible
Cup
- It carries with it a res-pect which has
"the tour has the same basic format
been earned through Fordhams kingas the PGA golf tour and these are some
standing commitment to excellence ThcFordhiuntratitoon. plus our broad
of the best skiers in the world," said
curriculum, wdl help sou achieve the
Ed Rogers, a I nisersity of Maine
goal sou ye set kit sourelf -enrichment
graduate who is president of the tour.
scholarship or professional reward
"IA ere .expecting apiwournately 60
And if you prefer to sun with crutch
•
racers
to show up. but only 32 of them
--nicnt.courscsIsow„inusimast take s%
will qualify for the race," he said.
.,many as 12 credits which will count
Saturday the racers will compete
towards wiur degree once you're accepted
against the clock to determine which 32
We invite all undergraduate &vet
holden.to AIM:CVO MOM abiruttsau
will qualify and be enteral in Sunday's
71umertitsS and varied programs..They
Home owners Federal Sas ings Pro
•an tram the natural and laud set_Series Audi Quattua Cup.
cnces to-the humanities and include Sunday will feature single elimination
such programs as our multi-discihead-to-head
slalom Compenon with the
&omens
Omar,Iruernational
winners ads:ins:ins into the next round
andriesieTripitierit until a final skser -r-ernains•
.-1.trolvietta--fordharn"'s-helped-meaCComphsh more than I personally ever
Prize gjones equalling $30,000 will be
•
thought I could
disided among the 32 qualifiers with
- For mil:inflation. please send the - •
$6,000 going to the winner.
coupon or call
"This ii the second stop on the[
kieditaIN1 URIVelf1.01,
tour," • said Kelly Mullins, comThe ciadilliaLkiltati tld A. A St senors
munications director for the tour and
c Keane* Hall
—4&taw NY 1045*'9!
also a graduate of VMaine. "We have
a total of 11 stops on the tour which
Moor lornd me rn.or .rtinern.c.ew .l.n* the
feature 60 to 70 %kith t r om all os-rrthe
;retain
!
tolicoungss glag.ase
%%odd Almost SI million will be offered
Starner, Chernners
as prize money on this year's tour."
Claimed Languages and 1..iielanire
Mullins also said that the 17 stops
Lainciaaes
triglult Language and I./erten-ire
would determine who will be this year's
, kends 12 Menu.
North American Pro Ski Tour
Interegiannal
- Pcglatrfail faxesurny
Champion
ansi Develneenrrit Medicine/es
"Audi is our sponsor and besides
Medieval Stades C Pleinsaphs
Pulneal Science•Perchiskilis
prim money, the tour champity__
Peadie-rivaairenensearavirmen e an Audi Quattro, which is a
Naitalalur rtlevivir
worth almost $30,000," Mullins said
airisiease
Maven
-----The North American Ski Tour is based in Bath, Maine. and is the largest pro
ski tour in the world.
Rogers bought the tour ten years ago
_
after it had folded and has just recently
bought the women's tour.
Rogers said that this weekend's tour
will be tele.ised by Sportschannel;"and
The Graduate School
all of the stops on the tour are televised
of Arts Au Sc iences. Bronx slew York
nationrall4y-either ESPNI or ABC."
To promote the race, this weekend
Sugarloaf will be offering two lift tickets
for the price of one to all skiers„

FORDHAM
The kink University of

v lint City

. Black Bears score lc
points in a 'game Sir
Providence College
by Dan Orsaly

I ast sear the I:nisei-sus of -Maine
inen's basketball tram shocked the
Michigan State Spartans,' 84-81_ in
Bangor Auditorium.
•
What a difference year makes.
This time around the Spartans took
advanlage of ice sold shooting by the
Black Bears and annihilated UMaine.
87-44, in front of 7.000 people in
Jettison held House
The Black Bears just couldn't put the
ball in the hole. They scored just 18
points in the first half on 18 percent
shooting T-hree of then- ft-se first half
field goals were three-point shots. The
44 points that the Blas-k Bears scored
was the lowest total for a UNIaine team
since 1981 *hen thes lost to Providence
College, 46-44
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Thc Black Bears %used close early
and when Jeff Holmes hit a threepointer. the Black Bears trailed by only
8-7 and Spartan Coach Jud Heathcote
called for a timeout
Following the timeout, the Spartans
exploded. Cranking up their full-court
press. Mai:went ona 14-0 run that gate
the Spartans a 22-7 lead.
UMaine's Reggie Banks finally hit a
foul shot to break the run but the Spar-

*Reagan
sontinued from page Mi

ours-a place that people don't want to.
lease " • _
Of particular importance, he said,
would be,"whcn the dxs comes that the
people of the So% iet Union can worship
God in the way they-want to"
'Yes, I nsas find myself bending h.
eat on Ott sers subject," Reagan
said.
The summit in Washington, schedul
cd for Dec. 8-10, will be the third between the two leaders. Thcs met in
Genes a in 1985 and in Reykjavik,
Iceland. in 1986, but failed to come to
s on arms control- - for many years,- critics around the
"
aorld has e.insisted that it would henn-____
possible to get an agreement along the .
lines we's e now worked out." Reagan
"said. "Six sears ago, when I proposed
the elimination of an entire category of
U.S. and So% let intermediate range
thes sneered and said I'ouldtv't be tserious.1'
s.
Now, he said, •'we are about to sign
an agreement that will do Just w-hat -1
promised '

Read the sports
pages of The Daily
Maine Campus for
all the latest in collegiate and intramural action
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Michigan State pummels Black Bear men

5#

Black Bears sore lowest number of
points in a 'game 'ince losing to
Providence College in 1981: 46-44
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1 ast year the L•ni% er sit % of
men's basketball tram shocked the
Michigan State Spartans.. 84-81. in
Bangor Auditorium
What a difference a, scar !mikes
This time around thc Spartans took
adyankage of ice cold shooting by the
Black Bears and annihilated UMaine.
8744, in front of 7.000 people 'in Jenison held House.
The Black Bears just couldn't put the
hall in the hole. They scored just 18
.points in the first half on 18 percent
shooting three of their- five first half
field goals were three-point shots. The
44 points that the Black Bears scored
was the lowest total for a UMaine team
since 1981..when they lost to PTO% idence
College, 46-44
the Black Bears stayed -close early
and when Jeff Holmes hit a threepointer, the Black Beats trailed by only
8•7 and Spartan Coach Jud Heathcote
. called for a timeout.

'tans were Just getting started. They then
scored the nest eight points to go up
30-8 as the Black Bears continued their
poor shooting.

Forwards Ken Redfickrand Carlton
Valentine led the way for the Spartans
with 13 and 10 points respectively.
•
Banks was the Oilly Black Bear in
douhle figures with 10 points. Holmes,
who torched the Spartans last year with
seven three-pointers chipped in with
nine Coco Barry; --playing against
George
center
MSL's 7-foot
Papadakos. onis held to two points after
scoring 19 in the Black Bears opening
day win 0% Cf PI)MOOlh State College.
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Following the timeout, the Spartans
exploded. Cranking up their full-court
press. MS1.1 went on a 144)run that gave
the Spartans a 22-7 kad.

lhe Black Bears return home to take
on l-airleigh Dickinson Saturday in the
Bangor Auditorium before going back
on the road to fact Ekntoti College on
Dec 7. UNlaine's first North Atlantic
Conference game is Jan.6 at Siena

frrlaI

UMaine'c Reggie Banks finally hit a
foul shot to break the run hut the Spar-
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The Black Bears are now 1-1.
thin smith, pictured here in competition last year against Hartford.
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Has Martin Luther
King Jr Influenced

ours—a place that people don't want to
leiVe." •
Of_particular importance, he said,
would be,"when the day comes that the
people of the So% iet Union Can worship •
God in the way they-want to.
-"yes, I may find myself bending his
car on thjst yery subject," Reagan
said.
_
The summit in Washington, scheduled for Ikc. 8-10, will be the third bet ern the two leaders. They- met in
Genesa in 1985 and in Reykjavik,
Leland. in 1986, but failed to come to
—terms on arm's control —for many years.- critirs around the
world ha% e insisted that it would henn.
possible to get'an agreement along the
lines we've now worked out." Reagan
'•Sis years ago, when I proposed
ths elimination of an entire category of
U.S. and Soviet intermediate range
.missil thin sneered and said I Vouldn't
be „serious
Now , he said. "we arc about to sign
an agreement that will do just w-hat-t
.promised '''•

Society and You?
ii'rite

an essay
I

from 200-600 words

559-1st place prize
S252nd place prize
S15-3rd place prize
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Going into the second halt with a
comfortable 39-18 lead. the Spartans
went for the kill. They started the second half with a L7-0 run, scoring on
easy transition .baskets off of LiMaine
misses and turnosers. and led by 33
points, 51-.18. After that the lead
hovered around the 40 point mark as the
starters headed to the bench.

Must be type written; Deadline, December 18,1987.
Send essays to: Ted Mitchell
Minority Office
3rd Floor, Memorial Union,(581-1417)
Sponsored by the Afro-American Student Association

Read the sports
pages of The Daily
Maine Campus for
all the latest in collegiate and intramural action
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Senior Class
Meeting
4i.

Friday, December 4, 1987

Anti-apart

Monday, December 7
7:30 p.m.
0

Hauck Auditorium
Vital information for
December and May
graduates.
Also get info on Dec-ember
Mini-Senior Week.

* If you haven't signed up
to take part in December
Commencement,Sign up
as soon as possible at
the Ftegistrar's office in
Wingate Hall.
_
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Bangor police
lung Orono resideni
1 avtrence Reichard I nursdas dunng an anti-

Local -bunk
14
14
14
14

SI

Sy Missile Sleds
.
.
• A iarlhouse sits inconspicuously about
50 yards off the CaiversitY—of Maine
campus bike path paralleling Stillwater
A%enue. This underground civil defense
bunker is temporarily housing female
prisoners from the Penobscot Count)
Jail and other Jurisdictions.
In 1986, the county needed a tern• porary location to house ITIFiliMtallstcurit y female inmates of the PC.1 while
that facility underwent renovations.
Penobscot County Sheriff Ed
Reynolds recommended the bunker
which is maintained by the Old TicIwn
Civil Defense.
The facility. was built in the late 1050s
to early 1960s for high-ranked officials
-and civil defense administrators to
establish a command post to work from
during a war, said Frank Comeau, director of Old Town parks and recreation
and a civil defense coordinator.
When the civil defense bunker was
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